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New Children’s Book Series
Ready to Brighten the Future
ATLANTA, Georgia (September 12, 2019) — Holy Child Publications introduces the Habari
Books Series, which focuses on improved social skills, better performance in school and passion
for lifelong learning. This innovative series prepares early learners for rich, rewarding educational
experiences, as well as offers valuable information to parents, caretakers and teachers as they
endeavor to help children be successful.
The first book in the series is Getting the Brain Ready for Early Learning (Holy Child
Publications; ISBN: 978-0-578-55615-4). This resource promotes exciting experiences that spark
a desire to learn more. It focuses on communication, collaboration, critical thinking and problemsolving. The second book, Habari’s Book of Letters: A Practical Guide for Learning the Alphabet
(Holy Child Publications; ISBN: 978-0-578-55616-1), helps children learn the foundational skills
of letter recognition, the alphabetic principle and phonemic awareness. Forthcoming books in the
Habari Books Series will cover other early learning topics.
With children of ages four to six years in mind, Getting the Brain Ready for Early Learning,
and, Habari’s Book of Letters: A Practical Guide for Learning the Alphabet was written by
elementary school educators Lorraine Anderson and J. Cecil Anderson. The books feature
user-friendly layouts, colorful illustrations and an overflow of practical information.
These fun, exciting, unique books are being offered at special pre-order pricing by Holy
Child Publications at www.holychildpublications.com. Additionally, the books will be available
online at Barnes & Noble and Amazon or ordered through local bookstores.
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About the Publisher
Holy Child Publications is a faith-based publishing company that is committed to helping children
succeed via Godly principles and character. We aspire to encourage children to be life-long
learners and to pursue their dreams.

About the Authors
Lorraine Anderson began her career as a teacher of technology for elementary students,
teaching them to utilize computers for writing, reading, mathematics and art. Lorraine has been
teaching and conferring with teachers to provide meaningful and individualized instruction
for over 22 years. She is passionate about literacy and helping students enjoy the overall
experience of learning through incorporating projects and activities.
J. Cecil Anderson has worked in Pre-K Education for over seven years. He has a love for
literacy, teaching social skills and awakening student excitement for learning. Cecil is also a
children’s book author, illustrator, painter and graphic designer.

Book Facts
Getting the Brain Ready for Early Learning
Publisher: Holy Child Publications
ISBN: 978-0-578-55615-4, $10.95, 32 pages, color, 8.5” x 8.5”, softcover
Publish Date: September 30, 2019
On Sale: September 30, 2019
Habari’s Book of Letters: A Practical Guide for Learning the Alphabet
Publisher: Holy Child Publications
ISBN: 978-0-578-55616-1, $10.95, 36 pages, color, 8.5” x 8.5”, softcover
Publish Date: September 30, 2019
On Sale: September 30, 2019

